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Furnishing goods and Stu-
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~Everything new and prices 
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WING & ALLEN, Proprietors. 
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C. &N. W. 
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Open at all hours 
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Musica,l Instruments. 
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manufacturing done by skilled workmen. 
T. O. Hytland, 
.t.mes, Iowa. Boot and Shoe Maker. 
REPAIRING 
Of all kinds 11eatly and promptly done. 
Come and try me. Shop first door west of Davis 
House, near the Motor depot. 
GEO. F. HEWIT'I', 
Bookseller and Stationer. 
Fine Correspondence Stationery a Specialty. 
Moore's Building, Boone, Iow·a 
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promptly done. 
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Hardware and c·utleryl 
House furnishing goods, guns, sporting 
goods, students' supplies. 
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W. S. BRADLEY, 
Dealer in 
PENER.A:F.. J'iEIUCfill.AN'JfJISE, 
Goods delivered free to College. 
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tire new stock of 
Drugs &. Druggists' gundri0s 
We are candidates for the I. A. C. 
trade and cordially invite the students to 
drop in any time, if for nothing more . 
than to get acquainted. 
Respectfully, 
AMES_ DRUG: CO. 
0. F. MARTIN, 
DEALER IN 
HARDWARE, II II 
Cntlary, Razors, Shaars. 
All kinds of 
Hardware Nov:elties. 
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INTELLIGENCER OFFICE 
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THE AURORA. 
Volume XXll. October Nuniber. Nurriber 7. 
Ed.H:oria) J>eparhpeql:. 
The college year is drawing to a close, 
and as it is necessary to have the business 
of the AuRORA settled before that time, we 
are obliged to request every one indebted 
for subscription to remit promptly to the 
business manager the amount ctue. The 
AuRORA has not been run with the intention 
of making any money. It has been our aim 
to give just as many pages of reading matter 
as possible and make expenses, and now in 
order to come out even we must have what 
is due us. Please do not delay in this mat-
ter. 
* * * 
The Normal Eyte of the Iowa State Nor-
mal felt called upon in its first issue of the 
present college year, to make some altogeth-
er unwarranted and ungentlemanly remarks 
upon, and to draw some very erroneous con-
clusions from, an article appearing in our 
September issue, regarding a bad habit s~me 
few of our students have occasionally fallen 
into. It says: "It is fair to presume two or 
three conditions at I. A. C. by this article: 
first, that the moral status of the school is 
very low; second. the boys must be a set of 
cowards, for the editor evidently thought 
danger would move them most." The arti-
ele closes by offering its sympathy for "our 
depraved brethren," and also advises them 
to be guided by college ethics appearing 
elsewhere iu the same shallow sheet. We 
are willing to admit that we occasionally 
step from the paths of strict rectitude, yet 
the moral status of I. A. C. will bold its own 
with any other state institution of the land, 
I. S. N. S. not excepted. We do not find it 
necessary to publish in our columns that 
"the quality of our students is exceilent"; 
they speak for themselves on leaving the 
institution. Neither do we find it necessary 
to exhort our fellow students to "have more 
college spirit." They are alive to the:r best 
interests and know that I. A. C.'s prosperity 
is theirs also. As to "college ethics," we 
suppose they apply to the State Normal or 
the article would not appear in its official 
organ's columns; but there are no such con-
ditions here that would justify us in pub-
lishing such an article unless it was simply 
to fill up space. 
* * * Regarding a So-caUed Course in Domestic 
Economy. · 
There is a general misconception on the 
part of some and entire ignorance on the 
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part of others regarding the ch\lracter of the 
study and work carried on under the head 
of domestic economy, so-called. 
This may be partially owing to the fact 
that the namf', if not misleading, is indefi-
nite. Household S1;ience as related to the 
Cuisine and Sanitation, would better set 
forth, by title, the work undertaken at I. A. 
C. So much is being written every month 
by good authorities, in regard to the sub-
jects that should be included in such a 
course, that it seems superfluous to say 
more. But perhaps we ought to consider 
that these articieR are published exclusively 
in periodicals devoted to home interests, and 
that such magazines are regarded by the 
majority as containing only wordy_ direc-
tions for making cheap,(?) durable(?) and 
handsome(?) home-made furnitnre and elab-
orate arid impossible compounds, made up 
of various foods and called reliable receipts. 
But as a matter of fact, the above mentioned 
information is more generally found in the 
columns of the weekly paper, devoted to the . 
interests of everything and everybody, while 
the reliable and practical information, really· 
needed on this subject of household science, 
is to be found in first class magazines de-
voted to home interests. 
Althougl there are no established stand-
ards for this comparatively new branch of 
applied science, it is a noticeable fact that 
in every case where women have applied 
themselves to the formation of a course of 
study for college as in this department, these 
coun1es have been very similar in outline 
and detail. To illustrate: Six years ago a 
course was laid out by the present instructor 
of domestic economy at I. A. C. that in her 
estimation would furnish the information as 
to theory and practice most needed by our 
college girls. This course was practically 
original with its maker. Very soon ,ifter-
ward an opportunity offered itself to com-
pare this course with the one given to the 
young women at Wellesley along this same 
line. The two courses were identical as to 
subject matter, but an essential difference 
was found to exist in the fact that at Welles-
ley the study was recognized to be an ap-
plied science and given in the Senior year 
of the college course, while at I. A. C. the 
innocent and non-scientific Freshman 
"evolves from her own inner cons,Jiousness" 
some very curious and unscientific statements 
and gives them out at recitations and exam-
inations on the study of foods, with a confi-
dence that charms if it does not convince. 
It is also a somewhat difficult matter to ex-
pand the immatnre capacity of the Fresh-
man sufficiently to admit the important fact 
that "do" means much bPside the cooking 
and eating of something that tastes good, 
although there are honorable exceptions to 
this limited view of the subject. But these 
same care-free innocents come into their 
kingdom iu their Senior 1ear, and the seri-
ous and womanly interest they take in the 
study from the right point of view makes 
the recitation hour a very de! ig~,tful one for 
the teacher. J 
The part of instruction, in a course in 
household science, relating to the cuisine, 
should be so arranged · as to make -the in-
struction in regard to the composition, com-
bination and adaptation of food very speci-
fic. For to teach one to cook ever so pala-
table dishes without imparting the import-
ant information as to when, where and by 
whom they should be consumed, and the 
offices filled in the body by these foods, 
would be to put a dangerous weapon into 
woman's hands. And thii; is just where the 
uneducated woman often faili-, and even with 
extensive experience in culinary matters is 
inferior to the inexperienced woman who 
has a scientific education ana knows h9w 
, to ·apply it to the dietary of her household, 
for the latter can or should "~:n'ite in the 
holy bonds of matrimony the scientific as-
pect of food with a practical knowledge of 
the cook's art." 
A course of irn,truction such as we are 
considering should also direct the mind of 
the student to matters sanitary as connected 
with the home. Local and state boards of 
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health can do some things along this line 
alone, but much more when they have the 
intelligent co-operation of the women of the 
households of the land. To do this women 
need to understand how to select a healthful 
household site, or it may be how to convert 
an unhealthful sit3 into a healthful by pro-
per drainage and a well constructeoi cellar. 
They should understand the principles of 
sanitary plumbing, so that they may not be 
imposed upon by poor work in this line, than 
which nothing can be more dangerous to the 
well-being of the inmates of the house. 
'fhen there is a pure water suvply to be se-
cured and to woman belongs the task of 
keeping it pure. How much this involves 
only the stu,~ent in sanitary science can even 
conceive, and it would be beyond the limits 
of this article to detail, but it all belongs le-
gitimateiy to a so-called course in domestic 
economy. 
And this is but a meagre and highly con-
densed outline of the subject matter that 
needs to be undertaken by the woman of 
education who applies her knowledge to the 
direct.ion of her household. How much 
ground is covered by that one word-
-adaptation! ·'The adaptation of food to the 
age, climate, occupation and means." It 
runs glibly off the tongue at recitation 
(,wmetimes) but it "means carefulness, in-
ventiveness, readiness of appliances." "It 
means knowledge of all fruits and balms and 
spices, and of all things that are healing and 
sweet in fields and groves." "It means the 
economy of our great-grandmothers," and 
the sciences of modern chemistry, of phys-
ics, of ethics. It would be much easier to 
answer the question "What does it not 
mean?" E. 0. 
LH:erar!J pepar\JJleJJI:. 
What word could we select from the Eng-
lish vocabulary that would have wrapped up 
within it more meaning, more that pertains 
to the welfare of national and christian in-
terests, more that is of vital importance to 
the peace and happiness of the individual; 
than is contained within the jurisdiction of 
that word-education? 
Education, in one form or another, char-
acterizes all human hfe from the cradle to 
the grave. The little child, that for each 
paltry mistake-avoidable or unavoidable-
is rewarded with corporal punishment, is be-
ing educated. It is being trained.in the art 
of dec~ption and falsehood. 
Yes! Education means a training. 
What then is true education? Is it to sit 
with folded hands and wait for Luck's magic 
wand to turn the fickle wheel of fortune, al-
lowing the mir:d to wander in pursuit of 
some airy phantom, building castles that by 
the fii·st wave of truth and reason shall be 
swept from their foundations? No! He 
who waits for chance to pluck for him a 
blossom from the tree of p1•ogress, will never 
wear the laurel of success. The untilled 
mind, like the neglected tield, will soon be 
grown over with weeds. The mind must be 
kept employeoi or it will retrograde; for it 
knows, no standing still. God alone can 
still its restless rnrgings. When he snaps 
asunder the tender thread of life, then-and 
not till then-will its billows cease to roam 
the wide 8eas of imagination or dash upon 
the rugged walls of sci,.mce. 
Nor is it obtained through cheating in the 
class-room. For he who turns traitor to his 
honor is, if he has not already reached the 
lowest depths of moral degeneration, adding 
link after link to the chain by which he is 
suspended. · 
Neither is the accumulation of knowledge 
a definite measure of education. A man 
may have ~ssjmil.ated volume upon volume 
of facts and not be an edueated man. Of 
what avail will be all this knowledge if his 
reasoning powers have not been developed 
so that he can apply it to some useful end? 
The world has no need of walking encyclo-
pedias. True education means a thorough 
physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual 
training. 
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. A . physical training to develop that 
:strength and vigor of constitution that will 
enable the various faculties, properly, to 
perform the functions for which they were 
intended. 
· · A cultivation of the intellect to be able 
. not only to grasp the truths that have been 
·gathered into store by those who have gone 
before, but to fashion them into bars with 
· which to probe the depths of problems yet 
to solve. For in this age of advancement, 
specializ11tion and close competition, he who 
h3,s not a well-trained intellect, who has not 
,disciplined well his powers of concentration, 
, will be pressed to the wall. 
A moral training, such that immorality 
may not only be detected when present, but 
that.all the moral sensibilities may burn 
with a feeling of disgust at its very pres-
ence. That will develop that moral stamina 
that will enable us, unflinchingly, in the face 
of the scorn and ridicule of ignorance, to do 
the right as we know the right. That will 
bring us to a realization of the fact that "To 
side with truth is noble when we share her 
wretchrd crust, ere her cause bring fame and 
profit, and 'tis prosperous to be just.'' 
A spiritual training that will create with-
in us a spirituality of the heart, and not c,f 
the head. An inherent desire not merely to 
know the truth but to establisli the truth. A 
longing to be instrumental in confirming the 
poet's dream, where he says: 
Although truth is forever on the scaffold and wrong 
forever on the throne, 
Yet that scaffold sways the future, and, behind the 
dim unknown, 
Standeth God within· the shadows keeping watch 
above his own. 
)n fact true education includes the train-
ing and development of all those elem~nt~ 
that enter into man's nobler nature. It in-
, eludes a self-disciplined, .indomitable will 
that knows no master but:justice; that knows 
n~ such word as fail; that is continually 
spurring us on toward the consummat10n of 
tp.e design for which we were created. It 
incfodes the development of that stability of 
character, and purpose and faith that will 
enable us to tread dark and thorny 0paths for 
the sake of the goal that lies beyond, and, 
when out upon time's restless sea, there 
shall arise fierce storms of human passion, 
and we are enshrouded with the winds and 
waves of jealous hate, and friend after 
friend shall Jepart till we are left alone, to 
keep an eye single to the God of all our 
mercies. 'l'o read the lessons taught in na-
ture's book, and "pressing hard the springs 
of hidden love," bring, from out the depths 
of the storm-tossed soul, those priceless 
gems of patient forbearance and peaceful 
contentment. 
A development of the resthetic feeling 
that we may, in a measure, appreciate the 
beauty with which nature has so lavishly 
bedecked our paths. But more especially 
that we may comprehend the beauties of a 
pure and noble life. For what a man counts 
as naught that will he not strive for. 
'l'he cultivation of the powers of sy~pa-
thy, that we may place ourselves, more near-
ly, in the position of those about us; and be 
able, more fully, to realize the feelings of 
our suffering fellow-beings. For if we 
would, with pitying voice, answer the cry of 
pain, we must first take off our shoes and 
press the thorns .with naked feet. 
The development of that love for our fel-
low men, that large and generous-hearted-
ness, that sha!I seal the tongue from evil 
speaking, and ,vhat iH of still greater value, 
pnrge the heart from evil thinking. That 
the fountain, becoming pure, shall send 
forth its smiling, heaven born rays, to 
strengthen the weak, warm the outcast and 
neglected; to be a balm to the wounded 
spirit, a comfort to those in trouble, a light 
and cheer to all about us. 
A training of the conceptive faculties that 
we may b~ able to form higher idealis of 
what life should be. For, as each invention 
must first have a model, and as that inven-
tion can not go beyond the model existing 
in the mind of the inventor, so our lives can 
not rise above our ideals. But the higher 
the ideal, the more lofty will be the attain-
ment. For the efforts to reach that goal 
are lifting us higher and higher out of the 
entangling influences that thniaten our feet. 
The poet has well t>aid: 
Still through our paltry stir and strife, 
Glows down the wished ideal; 
And longing moulds in clay, what Life 
Carves in the marble real. 
Shall we not, then, seek for our ideal, one 
that reaches above and beyond the petty 
cares of this world, out into that larger 
realm of truer and nobler manhood and 
womanhood; one that has for its light a 
well trimmed lamp of love, that those who 
follow in our footsteps and those with whom 
we mingle, catching the inspiration and be-
ing encouraged and lifted up thereby, shall 
in their turn transmit the glorious light, ad-
din()' to it the lustre of their own lives. And 
"" thus it shall go on and on; dividing and 
sub dividing; and a, we dJ3e our eye, and 
drawing back the mystic veil review time's 
shifting scenes, Love, the guiding star of 
education, is seen growing brighter and still 
brighter until it sheds its rays o'er all the 
earth; and from sea to sea, from continent 
to continent, all mankind are as one in 
spirit; bound together by the "tie that 
naught can sever," into one common broth-
erhood, wherein the light of love doth shine, 
even unto the perfect day. 
J. J. EDGERTON. 
* * * AN AMERLC.lN Wu.YAN. 
FRANK H, CAMPBELL. 
In essential characteristics, by tradition, 
by nature, and by education, thJ American 
woman is in direct contrast to the Oriental 
woman. 
There, she is un·'er the watch of 
her father in infancy, of her husband in mid-
d.le age, 0f her sons in old age, and never in-
dependent. In the United States she is un-
der the watch of no one, but under the pro-· 
tection of them all. · 
In the early history of our countrv we 
find the man abimrbed° in his daily work out 
of doors, and the woman with her tasks 
within--an equality of the sexes resulting 
from an equality of burdens and responsi-
bilities. Then as . prosperity increases, the 
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taRk of the woman diminishes, while the 
burden of the man remains the same, and 
the leisure of the former contrasts with the 
sevPre labor of the latter ... Woman's intel-
ligence deveiops and exten.ds, man's becomes 
concentrated and specialized. His educa-
tion is limited, and remunerative labor 
awaits him and takes him away early in 
life. She, the equal and companion of man 
at the beginning, through the leisure which 
he creates for her, and by the use she makes 
of it in intellectual cultivation in the varie-
ty and extent of her knowledge, gradually 
becomes superior to him. She is the result-
ant of a union of circumstances which have 
not yet been found united in a like degree 
anywhere else, and which have all contribu-
ted t~ make her a superior type of the race. 
'Those who iiud more to blame than approve 
in the American young woman; who are 
shocked at the freedom of her ways, at her 
independence, at her luxurious tastes, and 
her fondness for admiration have often 
made these the foundation for their accusa-
tions against the democratic institutions of 
the U. -S. According to their reasoning, the 
result could not he otherwise, having given 
the customary association of young women 
and young men, equality of the sexes raised 
to a maxim, independence of children and 
freedom of matrimonial choice. The dif-
ferences, are, in their view, the irresistable 
consequences of a democracy, hostile by 
instinct to the principles of authority, en-
deavoring every where to reduce it to its 
minimum of action and control And now 
these pretended preachers of equality, these 
self-styled levelers of privilege, have ended 
with re-establishing inequality. with the ad-
vantage on .the woman's side, with making 
her the eminently privileged person and re-
versing the Asiatic conception by elevating 
her into a despot and converting man into a 
subject. Certainly the influence of political 
institutions on social habits has been very 
much exaggerated. Political institutions, 
being unstable and mova;ble, are changed by 
the passions or necessaties of the .-lay. So-
cial habits result from that aggregation of 
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usages and customs which rests upon the 
long transmission of uninterrupted tradi-
tions. They undergo changes slowly. They 
are the result of the experience of centm·ies. 
While man's more robust constitution, 
more sustained will, give him the superiori-
ty in many things, there is that social do-
riiain from which he could not and would 
not dispossess woman. A domain hers by 
tradition and by concessions which he has 
made and she has accepted and extended. 
Here comes the contrast between the 
women of the east and the women of the 
west. The two extremes of which are Asia 
and the United States. To these extremes 
correspond in effect, a maximum and a min-
imum of human personality. This person-
ality is nowhere so intense as in the United 
States and nowhere less so than in the ex-
treme east. 
The rallying cry of the wom3n's rights 
conventions during th~ first half of this 
century was often "The divine right of wo-. 
man to possess herself." 'ro day i;he is in 
full and undisputed possession of the covet: 
ed object. For good or for evil her indi-
viduality is her own. Every door at which 
sh'cl has knocked has been unbolted and 
courtesy that honors our humanity has 
awaited her at every threshold. More ·men 
are to day willing to share tl:e responsibili-
ties of suffrage with women than there are 
women who are willing and ready to accept 
the franchise. Opposed to the evidence that 
this war is over we have thl:l fact that never 
before in the history of woman's freedom, 
or of the world's, have associations for the 
advancement of her sex been so numerous as 
at present. Women's corporations for every, 
conceivable purpose, commercial, religious, 
educational, and social increase and prevail 
until they threaten to cove·r the earth. \Vo-
man asked of man oneness and equality, and 
he gave it-for room to work np and at his 
i;,ide and he kept her not back. Instead of 
falling in step with him in the onward 
march for the advancement of humanity she 
strains every ingenuity to demonstrate her 
unlikeness to him, and she accents the acci-
dent of sex until she makes it into a species. 
When a woman paints a picture, or carves 
a statue, or writes a book, the act is cata-
logued among feats for the admiration of 
the public. "See of what an emancipated 
slave is capable," is the tone if not the lan-
guage of such advertisement. It is when 
gender begs the praise and patronage that 
unfairness verges upon injustice. 
The World's Fair is an exhibition, not of 
workers, but of works and results. If the 
work of women, judged by the standards of 
work alone, is entitled to be representod in 
an exhibition like this, then_ let it be placed 
in its proper place, alongside of the work of 
men, and win a<;knowledgment on its ml'/f'its 
alone. 
To make a separate exhibit of woman's 
work does no honor to women, no matter 
how good the work may be. They try to 
make a marvel of what is no marvel at all, 
namely, that women are as capable as men in 
most things, more capable than men in many 
things, and utter:.y incapable of a few things 
that men do very well. There should now 
be no more moYements in her behalf and 
agitation for her advancement, aside from 
the general good of mankind, than for the 
emancipated negro, "For what a man hath," 
and presumably a woman, "doth he yet seek 
after." But, with the worid of knowledge 
thrown open to her, and with all of her op-
portunities for work outside of the home.-
the majority of women elect-the work that 
keeps them within its walls. They neither 
paint pictures, nor carve statues, nor write 
books; but they rear their sons in the ways 
of upright men, and teach their daughters 
the glory of womanliness. They are the 
friends and counsellors of their husbands. 
They do not spend their time and energy in 
agitating the question of "woman's rights." 
They believe in educating women for the 
advancement and betterment of the home 
and humanity. They are above polities. 
They represent the most .finished work of 
America's two centuries of civilization. 
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In eac~ of our lives there is a woman who 
has never forgotten us from the moment we 
entered into this world, and no man is true 
to his manhood, to that manly quality which 
is the highest attribute in human character, 
who forgets for one instant the debt he owes 
to the sex of his mother. 
The American woman has made the Amer-
ican man what he is today. She has formed 
the truest type of a home, and he has felt its 
influence, and by the stimulus of that influ-
ence he has won his present position. If 
the American Union is today one of the first 
countries in the world it owes the fact in a 
large extent to the American woman, who 
was, aud is still, an astonishing factor in its 
prosperity. The United States owes it to 
her that it has preserved the religious faith. 
She has maintained it, extended and enlarged 
it, in the church and school. In hours of 
difficulty, as during the wan, of Independ-
ence and Secession, the patriotism of the 
woman sustained the courage of the man. 
In all circumstances she was his companion 
and his equal. As such he respected her, 
and that respect which she inspired in him, 
by her self-denial and courage in the begin-
ning, by her intelligence and good breeding 
afterward, by her c!1:11·mi and. her con-
fidence in his protection, has fashioned 
American manners and has Rtrongly infused 
into them the idea that respect for his com-
panion is one of the prime attributes of 
moral life. 'l'his moral life is her own. She 
created it and she maintains it. In the 
American woman there is more than the 
mysterious attraction which the sex alone 
inspires-the.re is a great moral, religious, 
loving influence, grandly and nobly exer-
cised. 
* * * 
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING A LEGAL (JUALI_; 
FIOATION FOR TEACHING. . 
Professional training secures the best re-
sults in the educational field and should be 
made a legal requirement. This proposition 
ought readily to be admitted by those who 
rank the occupation of teaching a profes-
sion, worthy to stand with the venerable 
trio-theology, law and medicine. There 
are, however, many teachers assuming to be 
"professors" and quickly resenting the 
slightest insinuation that their chosen occu-
pation is non-professional, who, nevertheless, 
regard the special preparation gained by the 
stuJy of the science of teaching and the ap-
plication of its principles to actual problems 
in a training or practice school as wholly 
unnecessary, if not positively detrimental. 
If these opinions exist within the ranks of 
teachers, as most assuredly they do, outside 
they must be even more prevalent. 
By can•ful study and investigation along 
educational lines, certain clearly defined 
princi-ples have been found running through 
what seemed a huge, chaotic mass of facts 
accumulated by tbe experiment and observa-
tion of centuries. These have been siezed 
upon and built up into a systematic struc-
ture, and with them have been incorporated 
those educational theories which_ have been 
thoroughly ·established, and the whole 
formed into 11 science-the science of peda-
gogy. , The comprehension of this science 
and its application for purposes of instruc-
tion constitute professional wor.k in teach-
ing. Methods wrought out in harmony with 
the formulated laws of a science are rational 
or scientific; wrought out in accordance with 
mere observation and experiment, regard-
less of the science, are unscientific or empir-
ical. Rational, scientific methods, then, 
must characterize professional work. To a 
large extent the methods employed in the 
school-room to-day are unscientific, empiri-
cal. This testimony comes with no uncer-
tain sound from the utterances of superin-
tendants in' town,' county and city, and from 
prominent educators all over the land who 
know whereof they speak. To deny that 
professional training should be a legal re-
quirement is to deny that scientific methods 
are superior to unscientific methods,-is to ad-
vocate the continuance of empiricism in 
teaching,-is to attempt to bind education in 
the swaddling clothes it has outgrown. 
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Know ledge of scientific· methods and the 
ability to m,e them, can best be secured in a 
professional training school. Efforts of a 
novice to obtain professio11al education while• 
engaged in regular public school work are at 
best spasmodic, meager, and unsatisfactory. 
If the true value and significance· of the-
work are recognized, first attempts in deal"' 
ing with the problems of the school-room 
often produce such · discouragemPnt that 
success is impossible. On the other hand, 
failure to disce.rn proper motives and to ap-
preciate proper standards and latent possi-
bilitiPs leads to satisfaction with superficial 
results, to arbitrariness and conceit which 
render even an a]Jproach to right methods 
impossible. L~ft to himself with his limit-
ed vision and faulty equipment, with his 
vague or incorrect ideas, the untrained nov-
itiate v.1inly gropes his way, or struggles 
with the problems which confront him '·as 
one who beats the air." It is economy 
of time and of energy to begin under proper 
guidance and supervision. Experience ri-
pens faster in the practice schools with less 
serious effects upon the minds of the pupils 
and upon the attitude of the teacher 
toward big work. To endeavor to gain 
profeRsional knowledge of teaching outside 
of a training school is as contrary to the 
methods of securing an education as to at-
tempt to learn the science of chemistry or 
zoology without laboratory practice. 
From the practice school the teacher goes 
forth with correct standards, with a 
broad view of the scope of education and 
a just estimate of his own powers and re-
sources, conscious wherein lies his strength, 
wherein his weakness. From contact with 
leading educators, from uninterrupted study , 
of educational theories and systems, from 
opportunities for observation. of different 
methods as wrought out in actual practice, 
from the various influences which make up 
the atmosRhere of a school devoted entirely 
to professional work come a professional 
spirit al)d pride, an inspiration and en thus 
siasm that.cannot be content with anything 
less than the complete mastery of this pro-
fession. 
A college course does not furnish the 
prospective teacher full equipment for his 
duties. It is readily conceded, other things 
things being equal, that in any walk of life 
the culture and discipline of a broad educa-
tion gives its possessor deeided advanta!!e 
in competition with less favored perso;s, 
but it is never admitted, either in a legal or 
a popular sense that such culture and disci-
pline are equivalent to professional attain-
ments in any other profession. A fair 
knowledge of human anatomy, physiology 
and hygiene may be acquired in a college 
course, but no collegiate would hazard his 
chances of success as a physician by relying 
on these qualifications alone. Quite as un-
warranted is the assumption that certain ac-
quisitions in literature, science and psy-
chology, gained in the same course, will 
pass for special preparation in dealing with 
the more delicate and subtle processes of 
. mental growth and development. 
The schools of this country cannot attain 
· the highest measure of 0xcellence so long 
as the occupation of teaehing is so generally 
regarded as but temporary employment to 
be dropped as soon as possible for more con-
genial pursuits, or more rnmunerative posi-
tions elsewhere,-so long as teaching is 
merely an inn that furnishes food and 
shelter to the prospecti \'e farmer, lawyer, 
housekeeper and editor while they are ma-
turing plans for the future. Those rela-
tions of life which are freighted with great 
responsibility should be assumed with due 
seriousness and earnestness. 'l'o make pro-
fessional training a legal requirement would 
detet· those from becoming teac!iers by 
whom the responsibilities of this position 
are slipped off and on as easily as a gar-
ment, and teaching would be entered upon 
with as careful consideration and as thorough 
preparation as any other professional career. 
Regarding teaching as a life work the 
mam body of teachers would be a perma-
nent force to be relied upon year after year. 
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Such a eondition exists in Germany to-day. 
In 1891 in Berlin a force of three thousand 
teachers was employed of which bnt one 
hundred eight were newly appointed. One 
hundred two of these newly appointed 
teachers were for new schools established, 
and but six niplaced former teaclwrs. vVhat 
American city can even approximate such a 
record? 
The results of scientific methods in ac-
tual practice confirms the statement that 
such methods alone will seeure the highest 
good of the pupils. The report of the 
Commi,;sioner of Education for '89-'90 con-
tairn, the following significant statement 
iu regard to the schools of Prnssia. "A cur-
sory review of the foregoing charts and 
time tables will convince even the most 
skeptical that the advanee ma<le in Prnssia 
in the studies of the curriculum is a good 
deal faoter than in Ameriea. Sevual lead-
ing college proieswrn and other noted 
teachers of this country who have made the 
European school,; a subject of study claim 
that the average time gained in German 
sehools, as compared with Americ:1n is 
about three years." The rnost important 
cause of such difference in results as enu-
merated in the report is the want of a pro-
fession of teacher~ in this country and the 
consequent lack of proper teaching. In 
eonclnsion this strong assertion is made. 
"It is well understood that the professional 
training of teachers in Prussia is the found. 
ation and strength of the people's cchools," 
Such reports can not well be gain said and 
carry eonviction with them. 
It is evident therefore that to increase the 
eflieieney of om public sehools to attain the 
best results with the least expenditure of 
time and energy, scientific methods mu~t 
prevail; that these methods are not acquired 
in the higher institutions of leaming; that 
while some progress towards these ends may 
he made while acting as teacher, yet the 
only feasible way of acquiring a knowledge 
of the theory and practice of teaching with 
the least harmful results is by training in 
practice schools; further, that the legal re• 
quirement of professional attainments 
will prevent teaching from being a 
mere stepping 8tone to some other pur-
suit and that re~nlts in countries where pro-
fessional training is required are greatly 
superior to those obtained elsewhere;-there-
fore it must be conceded that professional 
training must be a legal qualification requir-
ed of our teachers if our schools are to be 





At the meeting of Sept. 8th Prof. Pammel 
discussed "Bibliography.'' He thinks that 
bibliographieal work is very important and 
should receive more attention than has been 
given it in the past. Among botanists, Mr. 
J. Christian Bay of St. Louis, Mo., is doing 
some good \\'.ork in this I ine. 
Prof. Osborn briefly reviewed some ad-
dresses and papers on zoology and entomol-
ogy presented at the }Iadison meeting of 
the American Assoeiation for the Advance-
ment of Science. He Rpoke particularly of 
the addresses of Prof. Forbes and Prof. 
Henry F. Osborn, and a paper on "A }Iodifi-
cation of the IIyclrocyanic Gas Treatment 
for Scale Insects." 
Mr. N. E. Hansen's subject was "Ilorticul-
tme at the Columbian Exposition." He 
confined his remarks principally to observa-
tions on the apple exhibits from different 
states. 
l\,Ir. F. A'. Shri~e reported on Entomology 
at the Exposition. Ile considers the govern-
ment exhibit the most instruetive, although 
seYeral other exhibits may well claim the 
attention of entomologists. 
Mr. F. C. Stewart reported on Botany at 
the Exposition. The exhibits of interest to 
botanists are the Forestry building, the 
Horticultural building, the exhibit of agri-
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cultural colleges and experiment stations 
in the Agricultural building, the exhibit of 
the Division of Botany and the Division of 
Vegetable Pathology in the Government 
building, Prof. Bolley's exhibit of grasses in 
the North Dakota booth of the Agricultural 
building, Prof. Burrill's exhibit of economic 
fungi in the Illinois State building, etc. 
Prof. Pammel and Mr. Mally ~poke of a 
bacterial disease which has caused great de-
struction among cabbage worms in this lo-
cality. Do the butterflies help in spreading 
the disease? 
* * * 
Some Erroneous Ideas of' Nature's Ways. 
In botany and entomology as in other 
branches of science imagination has bC'en a 
cause of many errors. True, Sir Joseph 
Hooker and Prof. Tyndall each mg('d that 
injury is done to discovery by the divoree of 
imagination from science: "Observation, en-
thusiasm and imagination-these three are 
the prime factors to which is due all excel-
lence in science and art". But imagination _ 
has too often taken the place of observation. 
In the fertile imagination of many the 
weather is still the main "cans'.l causans" of 
plant diseases and inseet ravages. "The 
blighting and rusting of vegetation is caused 
by rains followed by sunshine; by hot winds 
and by drought. Thunder storms sour milk, 
bring insect pests and even produce wings 
on plant lice." In England an east wind 
brings the "hop blight" (the work of the hop 
plant louse.) 
When Huber and Lubbock discovered that 
ants care for plant liee to get a sweet secre-
tion, called honey dew, and imagined that 
the ants cared for them for the same pur-
pose that man cared for cows and goats, (an 
unique comparison) they failed ,to observe 
that this care of the little plant 'louse was 
snnply or.e phase in its life history. They 
credited the ant with ali the wisdom and 
forethought. Other writers following them 
have taken it for granted that the little pro-
tuberances on the body of the louse were 
the points from which the honey dew was 
obtained, so these have been called honey 
tubes and nectaries. Even at the present 
time most writers on entomology assume 
that the honey dew is obtained from the 
honey tubeR. A few who have observed 
closely know that the so-called honey dew 
is simply the excreta of the insect. 
Imagination is not needed to create an in-
terest in the ways of these small insects. 
The truth as to their ,n;i tli.1r habits and 
eeonomic importance should create enthu-
siasm enough to satisfy the most diletant 
observer, ' 
Many of them like th:..· hop pbtnt louse, 
whicl1 was slwwn by \Valker in England 
and Dr. Riley in America to have the pe-
culiar habit of 11att.rally de,·eloping wings 
(without the aid of a· thunder storm) in the 
spring and migrating from the plum to the 
hop. Here they live and cause the "hop 
blight," by causing the leaves to cm!, till 
fall when another winged brood appears and 
retu•rns to the plum trees, where a wingless 
hro9d is deposited. The latter dep01,iting 
its eggs around the buds, have a habit of 
migrating from one plant to another during 
the s11mmer. U snail y this migration is 
from a perennial to an annual plant and 
back to the perennial in the fall. The 
broods from the eggs are wingless. The 
next brood in quite a number of species de-
velopes wings and migrate to other plant;;, 
not only migiating to the leaves but to the 
roots, where some species are cared for by 
ants. Others enter worm and crayfish holes 
to get to the roots which penetrate them 
so are not dependent on ants. It is not 
known h?w many wingless broods are raised 
thi·otighout the summer. Early in the-fall 
another winged brood is developed which 
migrate tack to perennial plants and deposit 
a wingless brood that deposit their eggs 
around tbe buds and under rough bark for 
the winter. 
A lively imagination might account for 
this inherited habit to the wisdom of the 
ant who transferred the first louse from one 
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condition to another for his own benefit, but 
close observation and less imagination shows 
that their enemies increase in great numbers 
where they remain long in one situation. 
"\Ve can but credit them with having in-
stinct enough to try to get away and hide 
themselves to prevent extermination. Ob-
servation shows that a few of the species 
which ants keep in their "cow stables" de-
velop abortive, useless wings, as if the nat-
ural habits of the louse did not agree with 
the conditious to which the ant subjects 
him. 
This peculiar habit of migrating accouots 
to a certain extent for the sudden disap-
pearance and reappearance of this small pest 
and the weather is not needed any longer to 
solve the mystery. 
Blight and rust is the result of paras1trn 
plants, which in most cases grow in sueh 
conditions or positions that they cannot be 
seen without the microscope, till they an• 
ready to produee their fruit. Then, mystery 
of mysteries, what a burden the weather has 
to carry for the sudden appearance of all 
this havoc and apparent destruction. 
Bacon says: "llan, the servant and inter-
preter of nature, can only understand and 
act in proportion as he observes or contem-
plates the order of nature." 
The soming of milk is the work of a mi-
croscopic plant, which in its growth produc-
es a chemical change m the milk. The 
growth of the plant is stimulated by the 
moist humid atmosphere that accompanies 
thunder storms, thus producing more acid 
in a short time. 
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Librarg J)epar\lJlel)-1:. 
FANNY THOMAS, LIBRARIAN. 
EMMA M'CARTHY, ·Ass'T LIBRARIAN. 
Our readers will be glad to know that at 
last we have found some more shelvin~. 
Nobody will appr0ciate this more than Prof. 
Barrows and other students of history and 
literature. The inconvenience that this de-
partment has always had to contend with in 
the new library will soon he removed. The 
rapid growth of the department, the al most 
constant use of books and the small space 
we have had for shelving, bas in a large 
measure deprived us of making much use of 
shelf guides and many other helps in the 
classification. The periodicals will soon be. 
removed to a part of the room reserved for 
papers and periodicals only. "'Ne have long 
wished this unsightly shelf could be given 
up for books. It takes the mechanical head 
to plan and invent and Prof. Bissell is equal 
to almost any emergency-the new idea was 
conceived by him and we have only to enjoy 
and value bis work. 
The books coming under the class "Liter-
ature," will now be removed from the His-
tory alcove and the two classes distinctly 
and carefully separated by the use of i,helf 
guides and book supports. The classifica-
tion on the shelves will be minutely shown. 
We hope to revise the subject catalog and 
add new cards more rapidly when we have a 
cabinet for this purpose. \Ve have many 
improvements in mind which will soon be 
carried out, we .hope before the cfose of 
this college year. Many new volumes have 
been added to the library which will enrich 
the departments of Psychology and Philoso-
phy. Others are being ordered. The De-
partment of Civil Engineering is growing. 
Among the books added to the library 
during the past month are the following: 
Baldwin-Elements of Psychology. 
Zeller-Greek Philosophy. 
Hyde-Practical Et.l1ice. 
Maude-Foundations of Ethics. 
Newcnmer"-English Composition. 
Heath-Manual of Lime and Cement. 
Crandall-The Transil ion Curve. 
Wellington-rar Lighting. 
Birkmire-Skeleton C'onstruc!ion in Buildings. 
Goodhue - Municipal Improvements. 
Patton-Practical Treatise en Foundations. 
Crosby and Bell-Electric Rai!lrny. 
Paine-Elements of Railroadn:g. 
BaH.er-Sewage .Purification in .A.-11ierica. 
rrhomsou~Papers on E!ectrostutics and Magnetism. 
Cnrson, H:ram-Primer of English Ve,·sc. 
Gosse, Edm111:d-1:t,,hert Brow1 ing (Personalia). 
Henderson, Alfred-Latin Proverbs and Quotations 
Pnb. of Am. Economic Asscciation. 
<iosse, Edmund--History of Eighteenth Ce"n'. ury Litera-
tur.e. 
Kem1s, Tbomas-Imitations of Chri,t. 
Boiler. Alfred-N<"W York, Poston, Providence R. R. 
Gosse, Edmnnd-English Odes. 
James, 'l'homas-Farmt>r's ~cientifi.c ::.\1auual. 
Rafter, George \V.-Micrn-organ'sms in Hemlock Wa-
ter. . 
Treatise upon Bree,ling. Hearing and Feeding Sheep. 
i,<pooner. W. C.-Manai.-ement of Farm Horses. 
Harris. J. ll.-Chee,e and llutter Mak,,rs' Hnnd-book. 
Hazard, Willar,l P.-Jersey, Alderney and Uuerusey 
Cow. 
Willard, X. A.-Practical Butter Book. 
Checkley, Edwin-Natural .\lethod of Physical '.rrain-
ing. 
Salmon, George-Treatise on Higher Plane Curves. 
Rowten-Compl<>te Del,ater. 
Farrer, F. W.-Fami ies of Speech. 
Crandall, C. L.-'l'ables for the Computation of Railway 
and ,;ther Eart'nvork. . 
Lowell, D. H.-Prn.,tical Switc:1-book. 
Barry, Jonn ,v(1Jf1.•-.liail,\ay Appliances. 
Calkins, Mary-Sllt,ring the Prutits. 
Muir, James-Man ul ,,f Dai.y Work . 
• Jones, Geo:·ge Wil:iam-Logarithmic Tables. 
Drury, l>.-Ill. of I,aturnl llist·,ry. 
PagL'. David-Econ~>miu Ge{;log-y. 
Mindeleeff, D.-l'rinciples of Cheniistry, vols 1 arnl 2. 
Sargent, Jotn F.--Rea<iing for the Young. 
Meyer, J. G. A.-Modern Locornotive Construclion. 
The Annual Literary Index. 
Lang, ArnoJ,1-Te:<t-bo,,k of Comparative Anatomy. 
Lovt', A. E. H.-'Lr, atiec on Mathematical 'l'lleory of 
Elasticity 
Kep)ing, Jolm L.-Beast and Man in India. 
Marvin. Ch,1s.-Training the Trotting Horse. 
Types of Hackney Horses. 
-Gedlles;Patrick-CI aptns in :\fodem l'otany. 
B;iklwin. 'a:nes M.-hand-book of Psycllolog·y. 
Orr, Mrs. >111theriand-Li!e and Letters of Hobert 
Browning, vols 1 ,mJ 2. 
Cooke. Geo. II illis-Guitlt• book to tho Portie au,! Dra-
matic Poetry of Robe,t Brow11i11g. 
Browning, Hoht'rt-Red Cotton Ni,;'.1t-Cap Country. 
H "' -Pau~ine. 
-Hing and the IluOk. 
-C'hristm>1s E,·e and E;ist:-r Day. 
The above li~t docs not include the gov-
ernment doeuments that are regularly com-
ing to the library from both United States 
and State government. \Ve are in reeeipt 
of volume 1 of Iowa Geological Snrvey, 
which is pronounced a very creditable a~d 
scholarly work. Lingard's History of Eng-
land, vols. 1-l O, from B. C. 55 to A. D. 
1689. 
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Miss Thornburg, once of '92, is preceptress of 
Middletown high school, N. Y., and teacher of 
mathematics and German. 
Miss Barrows '91 is asE1istant principal of 
schools at Avoca, la. 
Miss Charlotte Barrows '92 will graduate at 
C0rnell next June. 
Mr. W. D. Steele '91 has a positi')Il with the 
Steele Electrician Co. of Detroit. 
W. U. Swift, 91 has a position in a patent office 
at St. Paul. 
l\Ir. G. E. Brown '92 is deputy county superin-
tendent of Cerro Gordo county. 
l\liss Porter '92 is assistant principal of the 
Geneva (Neb.) high school. 
l\Ir. Arthur Knapp has been on the sick list 
the past month. 
E. E. Rodis is studying law at Fulda, Minn. 
D. N. Moss is drafting in Chicago. 
U. U. Emery went to the World's Fair with 
the cadets. 
Virgil Snider '89 is taking a two years' course 
in advanced mathematics at Leipsic, nuder Prof. 
Klein. it will be remembered that as a student 
at Cornell he secured upon his merits a travel-
ing scholarship from that institution. He is 
one of those who are showing what I. A. U. can 
do for her students in the line of mathematics. 
Dr. C. B. Adams '92 is practicing at Sheffield, 
Iowa. He reports bminess as flourishing. 
Dr. R. C. Mollison '92, who has been living 
on a farm aml at the same time practicing to 
some extent near Emmetsburg, Iowa, goes to 
Des ~loines this fall to take the M. D. coursP. 
F. ,v. Mally '87, who came up from the south 
to attend his sister's wedding, visited at the col-
lege Sept. 10 and 11. 
An announcement that awakens much gen-
ui11e interest in social circles in this city is that 
of the forthcoming wedding of Mr. Geo. L . 
.Meissner and Miss Minnie Del'ue, which will 
occur Tnesday evening, Sept. 12. Miss DePne 
is an exceedingly attractive and popular young 
lady, whose talents are well known and appre-
ciated by a large circle of friends; while Mr. 
Meissner is one of the prominent young business 
men of the city, holding an important position 
in the American Exchange National bank, and 
possessing the warm esteem of his business and 
social associates. Mr. Meissner is building a 
handsome residence at 1520 D street, now nearly 
ready for occupancy, and they will take posses-
sion immediately upon their return from the 
bridal trip.-Saturday Morning Courier, Lin-· 
coin, .Neb Mr. Missner is a member of the 
class of '88, 
* * * 
WEDDING OF E. P. HUDSON '91 AND MISS MINNIE 
MALLY, ONCE OF '93. 
The residence of Mr. and Mrs. F. Mally, 
prominent among the leading farm people near 
Saylorville, witnessed a most pleasing event on 
Tuesday evening, September 5. Miss Minnie 
Mally, their daughter, and Mr. Edwin P. Hud-
son, of Britt. Cowa, were jomed in holy wedlock, 
President W. M. Beardshear, of I. A. U 
officiating. Mr. Fred Mally anrl .Miss Jesgie 
Hunson were groomsman and bridesmaid. Miss 
Evelyn Starr played the wedding march. The 
marriage took place in the same room in which 
Mr. and Mrs. Mally, the father and mother, were 
married years ago and started a new home on 
the frontiers of Iowa prairiPs. The bride was 
attired in a dress of white silk anrt wore a veil, 
both of which were rnry becoming. The groom 
wore a neat suit of black. About two hundred 
guests were present. Adjoining the home a 
large tent had been erected, and immediately 
after the wedding ceremony and congratulations 
a most bounteous and tasteful supper was serv-
ed in this commodious tent under the cl1eer of 
beautiful illuminations and happy faces. 
The bride anrl groom are most excellent young 
people and favorites with all their friends. They 
both had been students of the Agricultural col-
lege, and quite a representution of the faculty 
and students were present. Mr. Hudson, the 
groom, is a graduate of the college and a prom-
ising attorney of Britt, Iowa. l\Hss Mally, the 
bride, attended the college through the Junior 
year. and has high rank as a teacher i11 the pub-
lic schools. She possesses in a large degrne the 
qualities of sterling wontanhoorl. They both 
give promise above the average of reaping honor 
and success in life's duties. 
Tim present, ware many an,l valuable, noted 
for both taRte and utility. Among the guests 
,from abroad we·re Mr. and Mrs. Marquardt and 
Dr. Dickinson, Sr., of Des Moines, Mr. Fred 
Mally of Texas,· Mr. and Mrs. Hudson, the fa-
ther and mother of the groom. from Hampton, 
Pres. and Mrs. '\V'm. Bearclshear, Prof. and Mrs. 
E. W. Stanton, Prof. and Mrs. A. A. Bennett, 
Gen. and Mrs. J. R Lincoln, Mrs. Prof. H. Os-
born, Mrs. Dr. A. C. Barrows. of the faculty of 
the Agrioultnral college, l\liss JesRie Hudson, 
Miss Evely!l Starr, Miss Fanny Curtiss, Miss 
Dolly Sexton. and the Messrs. Johnson, all of 
the college.-State Register. 
~<-
Ex:chal)ge J)epar-l:)Jl.el)-1:. 
The lover is addicted to idolizing; the poet to 
idylizing; the tramp tc• iclleizing.-Ex. 
The total average expenses of a regular course 
at Columbia is about $13 per week. 
The Yale base ball. trophy for last year is a 
gold base ball to be used as a watch charm. 
Of the Amherst faculty 24 are Congregational, 
. 2 Episcopalians, 2 Baptists, 1 Catholic, and 3 
who do not care to express themselves. 
Yale is to have a covered base ball ground, a 
gift from an alumnus. 
Princeton raised more money for religious 
purposes than any other college in the country. 
The Brown Herald publishes each clay notes 
from one of the twelve largest preparatory 
schools of New England. 
l4 T::S:::E .A UROR.A.-
'.l'he oldest University in the world is s:tid to 
b3 tirn Uaiversity oi' Fd.i, t!ie c:1lel' seat of ;Yfo-
h<r!)1m;idan the'.llogy in the eastern world. 
'.l'he enrolled stutle11ts at Vassar number 450. 
Many applicants were refused, owing to lack of 
accommodation. 
'.l'he edit:irs of the Gri:mell Unit have p:1b-
lisbed a volume of verse written by tile Ull(ler-
grnduates ot Iowa C0llege, eutitled •· Under the 
Scarlet and Black." This is the first of its kind 
from a ,vestern college. 
"Say, mama, we might tu ltave one of those 
buckwheat-cakes in o,1r nine." 
"\Vhy, my deari'" . . . 
"Ci.use it's the hea-riest batter rn town. ' 
Mama makes a uase l!it.-Ex. 
Tliesis week for the seniors is frn:11 0,:t. !) to 
16 inclusive. 
Mr. II. S 13 iweB visit-ill at his h un i:1 Des 
Moines, Satarday Oct. G. 
The gro:rnll;, are being- gndeJ up ar0~1 aJ the 
new Agricuitural buildrng, 
Mr. F. S. Tufts spent sernrnl days at his home 
at Wilton Junction the past week. 
'.l'he foot-ball teacr1 has arrnn6ed a prn:)tice 
game with Iowa College at Grinnell Oct. 14. 
Prof. Kent rat:1rne.l Satarday, S3pt. 30., from 
an extended trip throu6h ~lissouri and Arkan--
sas. 
Bishop Perry of the Episc:mal clrnrc11 of 
Davenport C'.l1dacted the chapel service Oito-
ber 1. 
MissKirk of CNlar Ra:1ius a niece of Miss 
Chambers is at tlie college taking special lessons 
in music. 
Messrs Tufts and Stith went to Des Moines 
la'-lt week a:1:! ;natri]uLttel iil t!1e hwa College 
of physicians and smgeons. 
Prof. Wilson will atten:l the meeting of the 
directors of U.S. experiment stations that con-
venes in Cl1ic.igo next week. 
Owing to the Fre:iltm,rn-SJplnm:ire reception 
in the chapel last Fritby eve:iing tlie ,Jnnior 
orations were delivere,l in the Welch room. 
Mr. Gardner the plwco6ra1)]1er from Des 
Moines was at the college ,vectne:l:by and Thars-
day of last Wililk t 0tking p:rnt,i.:i;rnplis of the 
grounds and other objects of interest inclnJing 
the Freshman cLts3. 
The reception ~iven to the Senfor class by 
President and Mrs. Biianlshear at the "Gables" 
was a very enjoyable affair. Tile evening wa'-l 
spent in social enjovmant and th3 singing of col-
lege songs uutil a late hour, when tile guests de-
parted all feeling that they had speut a pleasant 
evening. . 
The lecture assocbthn h,ts secnred the Dawey 
Heywood conc3rt cu11Lrny for Frichy evening 
Oct 13. The co:1cert c'.lmes very highly recom-
mended, and each member is spoken of as an 
artist of high merit. 
Mr. Irish a graduate of the ,\gric;,1lturnl col-
lege of Soath Dakota wiw has been doiugRpecial 
work here this year, left for JJes l\ioines last 
week where he has se3ared a pJsition with .Mr. 
\Vatrous in the nursery business. 
When the Seniors retarned from the Presi-
dent's receptio11 Thursday evening they found 
that their ''liens"' had been ·•,itacked" clear t0 
the ceiling almost. It SBems that during their 
absence some of the lower classmen on pleasure 
bent thought it wuuld be a good joke Lo ef-
fect an entrance into the rooms of the S21Jiors 
and proceed to make things in the rooms look 
worse tlrnn if an Iowa ··twister" had been 
through it, or in a more demoralized condition 
than a car load of china in a railroad wreck. 
WHEitEAs, It has pleased the All-wbe Father 
to take to Himselt' the mother 6f o:1r classmates, 
R. l). and A. S. Andrew. therefore be it 
Resolved, That we, tho cla:1s of '9o, exteml to 
tliem our sympall1y in their bereavement. Be 
it further . 
Resolved, That a copy of lhern resolutionK !Je 
printed iu each t;f the college papers. 
llun_.MtT L . .Mu:NA1w, 
s. 1<.:DITH _Fmn'Ell, 




THE CADETS Tltr? Tu THE WcGLo's FAIR. 
The trip was not one unailoyeJ rn,wtl of pleas-
ure especially when we came to uurd1ing seven 
miles in the rain or ten miles in tlie IJ,·oiling s;m 
but taking everylhiug into consiueration was a 
very pleasantau.l pr,J.ita0ie trip. 
As tile special nain that was to l.Jear the 
cadets tu Uhictl"'J was to leave Ames at 1:;ix 
o'cloQk a. m. G°i·eakfast was ready at 4:45 that 
:i II mig:it hv,e ti:ne t::, m,tke tiie L'Hin LQn;,;' be• 
fore tile time for the rising I.Jell tl!Jse wlu were 
g,Jiug were awake while ttwse wh> were gJi11g 
to ""remain at h0 me with the stuff'' con,ll nor 
sleep for tile nobe. Finally when a:l w,n·" a:1-
semi.Jlell at Ames au.I aJ:mi\l Lite train it w,ts 
half past six. The t:ollege yell was giveu with a 
will nnJ the trnin p'.1l!e.l oaG r Jr the greao ex 
position. 
'.l':rn locomoti :c WilS handsJmely decorated 
with corn aud the cars with I.J1111ti11j. N otl1ing 
of note occurred uariug tlie trip except one of 
the young la(lies losing her cap which causeJ the 
c,>rnluctor t,> usG a 1niLl amo:i:1t of profanity un-
til it was recovered. 
Arriving in Chicaio about fonr o·ckck in the 
e've6iug a squad of police ece,,rted t!ie battal-
lions to the elevated depot where a special train 
carried them to tlie dep:Jt nearest G5th a:1d Wood-
lawn-St. Andrnws Hotel-where ti,e c:tdets 
were quart1-1recl during tl1eir stay in the 1-Vindy 
City. After supper those on pleasure bent 
started out to se,-, the sight:-; many attending 
Btiffalo Bill's "Wild West," so ended the first 
clay. 
\Vednesday was a sort of preliminary day for 
Iowa's greater effort 011 the following clay. The 
regiment was formed a:Jout ten o'clock \Vedneli-
day mornin;r and started for the Exposition 
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groundsenterinJat the 57th street entrnj1~e. _F ll" 
some reason the procession did not mc\ve, until 
abont twelve o'clock. the rain falling at intPr-
vai,; d,u-ing tlnt time, finally the word was p,tss 
eel a long that the Governor was coming, the 
companies were formed again and started on 
their tlrst tour throagh the grounds, marching 
part of the time in the min. Arriving at the 
fowa building the cadets were reviewed by the 
Governor, a short, exhibition drill was given by 
tl1e girls battalion and a short drill in the ex-
tended orcl.or bv tlt3 extra b:tttalion. The rest 
of tlrn day was spent in sight se3ing on the 
groumts. 
The work of the battalions the following day, 
Thursday, Iowa day, w:;ic; simihtr to that of the 
day before. except, that there was no rain. 
Frirtay an<l Saturday short drills and dress 
parades were given in front of the Administra-
tion building. - ' 
Viewed as a whole the tnp was a very pleas-
ant and profitable affair giving those a chance to 
see the Fair who c mid not otherwise have visit-
ed it. The work of the ca,let➔ was very highly 
S\))ke'J of by thos8 w:1 > were in a p isition to 
give an opinion. The girls b:1tt:1lion especially 
evoking the applaase of tlte crowds. 
1ietarni11i· the cadets left Uhieago at midnight 
S tturd:1V night arrivin6 in Amos ab:rnt eleve11 
o'clo~'.~ S,w hr m'1rnirq· luvi11 6 completeJ a trip 
that releeteJ mu 0;~1 ere.lit 0:1 the department 
and the cJ!lege. 
~~~~ --#~ 
THE HISTURIC.lL PILGRIMAGE. 
A XEW IDEA IX PEDAGOGICS, 
The Review of R 1cviews (New York) 
comes fo,·ward in its October number with a 
second startling innovation in educational 
projects, as fresh as and still more uncon-
ventional than the Gouin system of lan-
guage-learning, which it championed last 
year. 
Two articles explain the history and 
raison d'etre of the Historical Pilgrimage, 
and tell of the revival of this pleasant insti-
tution in England and America, with a 
most alluring program for the 1894 Pilgrim-
ages. 
In England, Mr. Stead, the English editor 
of the Review of Reviews, is going to per-
sonally conduct a party of Pilgrims to the 
many points of absorbing historical interest 
which a two weeks' jaunt, from London as a 
center, will allow. The most eminent men 
in England will be of the party, ~nd will ad-
dress it at the famous stopprng places. 
'l'hink of going with Archdeacon Farrar to 
-w-estminster and hearing his words on the 
historical significance of that venerable pile! 
A. Canon Doyle, the novelist, :,Canon Fre-
mantle and other ·cefobrities· · will make 
speeches at rendezvous where they are es-
pecially appropriate. 
But while England perhaps has much 
more historv and tradition to the acre than 
onr new world, the schedule of the Ameri-
can Pilgrims seems scarcely less char-ming. 
They will leave Philadelphia and spimd some 
weeks in finding such historical -sites as Bos-
ton and New' York and Long Island and the 
Hudson can afford. 'l'he itinerary embraces, 
very happily, visits to such institutions as 
the Century Company's great establishment 
in New York, the extensive Midvale SteeT 
'\-Vorks, and the Cramp Shipyard. In their 
own particular fields rnch men as Richard 
'\-Vatson Gilder, Thomas '\-V<"ntworth Higgin-
son, Prof. ,John Fi;;ke, Pres. E. Benjamin 
Andrews, 1Villiam LJovd Garrison, and 
Thomas ,Janvier, will joi11 the excursioniRtR 
a!ld make speeches. 
One of the most charming features of 
these jaunts will be the :spirit of camaraderie 
which will pervade the stndents and teach-
ers and great men alike who make up the 
party. Every earnest student will be wel-
comed, and an additional pleasant considera-
tion is that there is no money in it for any-
body. In fact when one reads Mr. Howell's 
detailed prngram in the Review of Reviews, 
one can only wonder at the good and care-
ful management which has brought the total 
probable costs per excursionist down to sJ1ch_ 
a small figure. Herc is what l\Ir. Howell 
has to say about the pos~ibilities of the fiis-
torical Pilgrimage: 
"Tho hist'Jrical Pil,'...!.Timage will stir the irr1aginatjon of 
the aver.1ge American, vivify for hin1 a too monotonous 
existenee, quicken his i1Jtere~t in an heroic past and 
give him an appreciation of a fruitful present. It may 
not solve the problem ar, issue between ,Jefferson and 
Hamilton; it may tPll hirn nnthing concerning the rela-
ti,,..e rnerits of monometallis1n and bimetalis1n. It will 
,it least manifest the oondltio11s under which our great 
heroes won or lost their laurels. A v:sit to Saratoga may 
show more clca"'1y tl1an our hooks that Benedict A mold 
was a disapp<>i11ted and ill-used soldier before ever he 
was a traitor to his country, A pilgrimage, to Valley 
Forge is need •d to prove that Gettysburg would not to-
day use up six pages of Baed1..iker·s United States had not 
Bar,m Ste:tbPn in tbat bitter wintt~r of 1777-78 transform-
ed an untraine,J, hangry, frozen, 11akP-d yPomanry int ► 
an effective anuy, ,wh:le \Vashingtrn i:1 hi-3 st :uc c itLt ~c 
bu rut the midnight oi1 i11 planning. couns.cliug· nncl cu-or-
dinating the con"rary a,1d rebdlious elem •nts in th~ 
army and in congTess. The pi!grimaire ha-; a clt•ar title 
to a pl:tce in a suheduL for th,,_. d01noer,1tizath.► a of histor-
ical study, because its function is to furnisl1 the u11in-
strncted many with an historical appre<"iation, without 
which historical scbol:trsbip of the instruc:ed few is 
Jame and patrwtic ;is sounding brass_ If as Lord Acton 
said, history is the conscience of mankind, all thoughtfnl 
persons sllou'd hail thi_~ llhtorical pi12;ri1nage Hi;; a certain 
means of quickening or "IUpplying t!1is conscience to the 
1na~ses to whose inte~lige:1ce, as \Vashington long ago 
warned >1s, we must look for the safety and permanence 
of our free institutions." 
* * * 
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L. HARBACH, DES MOINES. 
I 
CARPETS., ~ l,W'Mannfactucms of Bank 
) Counters and special Wood 




Fresh ~ Salt Meats, 
Fish, Oysters, Lard, Flour and Salt, 
AMES, IOWA. 
~E!O. E!. BAKE!R, 
Practical W atchmaiBr and J BwelBr. 
Watch work a specialty. All work 
warranted. 
Old Nat'l Bank Stand, Ames, Iowa. 
We carry a full line of 
Staple an.d Fancy Groceries. 
We make a specialty of 
Fresh Frmt1:1, Nuts, Vegetables and _Candies. 
We also keep the best brands of flour. corn 
meal, !!'.raham, buck wheat and rye. 
Our prices are as low 11s the lowest. Goods de-
livered to the college or any part of the city 
free. Call and see us. 
It is our aim to please you. Adams Bros. 
\ 
WESTERMAN & ARNOLD, 
Dealers in 
IB If ~ ltsti1stBl'1 
Musical Merchandise. 
Tooth Brnshes, Choice Perfumes, Toilet Arti-
cles, etc., etc. 
City Drug Store, 




. . . . And Furnishing Goods 
~At Cramer Bros. 
H. KELS01 0. 0. S. 
--4 DENTIST. ~-
Preservation of the natural teeth a specialty. 
0%-o"W"r.l. a.na. ::El:rid.ga ~o:rk Nea.t1:y- :Oona. 
. Satisfaction guaranteeJ in all kinds of dental work. 
Dental Parlors over H. S. Goble's Harness Shop. 
AMES : : IOWA. 
ch.as. E. Mn.,-l:~ 
ResidBnt' and Re[iStBrBd IlBntist No.- 9. 
Preservation of the natural teeth a specialty. 
Fine gold crown work. Teeth ex-
tracted with ·odontunder without pain. Dental 
Parlors at residence north of post-
office, Ames, Iowa. 
S.S. PAYNE, 
Livery. Feed & Sale Stable. 
Keller and 9th, near depot. Boone, Iowa 
T:::S::E .A UR.OR.A. 
Lunch Counter and Restaurant. 
STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS. 
Open. Day arid Nigl)_t. 
Call at D~ 0~ JF'reed/ s 
Ice Cream Parlor. 
Fruits, Candies, Cigars, Tobacco, 
And a Large Assortment of Notions. 
'tline1tJJ. 
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods. 
Headquarters for Students' Supplies. 
Opposite Union Nat. Bank. 
J.P. Watson_. 
FOWLErR & CO. ~ *&, 
cffke Madin;g l,1auoM. 
Make a specialty of Fine Dress Suits, Stylish 
Overcoats, Railroad Uniforms. Special atten-
tion given to Students' work. 
~Maxwell block, Ames. 
(Under Union National Bank.) 
Hot and Cold Baths. 
J. F. KINTZLEY, Prop,. , 
Little, Lawrence g- Brownlie, 
Proprietors. 
· An ad in this paper will 
bring you 
J3ig I{ et\J.rl)s 
on the small amount of 
money invested. 
T:S:E -.A. URORA. 
WEBSTER'S 
INTERNATIONAL 
Successor of the 
"Unabridged.•' 
Ten.years were spent b. 
revising, 100 editors em-
ployed, and over $300,000 
expended. 
Every Person who 
reads and writes should 
own this Dictionary. It 
quickly and correctly an-
swera tl:c c:_ruestions con-
stantly arismg concerning 
words - their history, 
spelli!][, pronunciatio!l, 
mearnng-, e .. c. 
A Library in Itself. It also gives h a 
form convenient for ready reference the facts often 
wanted concerning eminent persons, ancient and 
modern; noted :fic'.itious persons and places; the 
countries, cities, towns, and natural features of the 
globe; translation of foreign quotations, words, 
and proverbs; etc., etc., etc. 
Thi& Work is Invaluable i:J. the l:ouse-
hold, and to the teacher, scholar, professional man 
and self-educator. 
Sold by All Booksellers. 
G.6:.: C.Merriam Co., Pub•rs, 
Springfield, Mass. 
®'";-"o not bny cheap photographic 
reprints of ancient editions. 
Ji::ir;;.;en,l for free proi:ipectuR contain-
ing specimen pages, illustrations, etc. 
TEr:E AURORA. 
--Can now be found in his elegant new rooms in the--
Perkins Block, 
Which he has furnished with the finest instruments in the market for 
large work, and anyone wishing strictly first class work will find 
it to their advantage to 
GIVE HIM A CALL. 
Lar(Je Groups and Hi(lk Polisked Cabinets a Specialty. 
~Order8 for several dozen photos at lowest rates, for first class work. 
The Civil Engineering 
J)EPAJ{TMENT 
Solicits Drawings, Blue Prints and 
copies of published reports 
on works of con-
struction 
from its gra.duates and others inter-
ested in its welfare. 
The present rapid growth of the 
department of 
Mechanical - Engineering 
OF THE 
A~ C. 
Demands an increase of apparatus for in-
struction. We will be indebted 
to graduates of the Depart-
ment, and others 
interested, for 
Drawings, Blue Prints and Photo-
graphs 
of all kinds of machinery. 
ATHLETICS. 
We are Iowa State Dept. for 
A. G. SPALDING & BRO. 
and carry a great stock of 
Base Balls, Foot Balls, 
Tennis, Indian Clubs, 
Dumb-bells, etc., etc. 
J:V'BiCYCLES-Send for Catalog. 
Violin, Piccalos, etc. 
Easy Payments. 
Redhead, Norton, La-
throp & Co., 
Des Moines, Iowa. 
Botanical · Specimens 
WANTED. 
All readers of THE AURORA are cordially invited 
to send specimens of plants, especially 
Iowa Grasses and Injurious Fungi, 
To the Botanical Herbarium. Correspond-
ence upon the Flora of the state 
is always welcome. 
L. H. P AMMEL, 
Ames, Iowa. 
9{)et1 c;;f6t?-£net1 ~an(J c@(?.,;n~an/. 
(INCORFOR.ATED.) 
-:- Knabe, Rice-Macy, Schaeffer and other Pianos. -:-
All kinds of Musical Merchandise. 407 West Walnut Street, 
Opposite Kirkwood House. Des Moines, Iowa. 
ST A TE COLLEGE 
-OF-
Agriculture I Mechanic Arts, 
AMES.., J:O'W' A. 
W. M. Beardshear, A. M., L. L. D. , President. Professor 
of Psychology and Ethics. 
M. Stalker, M. Sc., V. S., Professor of V cterinary Science. 
J. L. Budd, l\L H., Professor of Horticulture. 
E. w. Stanton, M. Sc., Professor of Mathematics and 
Economic Science. 
I. W. Smith H. Pc., M. D., Professor of Histology, Phys-
iology', Pathology and 'l.'herapcntics. 
Gen. James Rush Lincoln, Professor of Military Ecience 
and Mining Engineering. 
Alfred A. B,mnett, l\L Sc., Professor of Chemistry. 
Herbert Osborn, M. Sc., Professor of Zoology and Ento-
mology. 
A. C. Barrows, A. M., D. D., Professor of Englislt Liter-
ature and History. 
L. H Pammel, M.Sc., B. Agr., Professor of Botany. 
Mrs. Eliza Owens, Professor of Domestic Economy. 
James Wilson, Professor of Agriculture and director of 
Experiment Station. 
G. E. Patrick, M. Sc., Professor or Agricultural Chemis-
try. ' 
Miss Celia Ford, A. B., Preceptress and Professor 
of French and German. 
Miss Margaret Doolittle, A. B., Professor in Emrlish, 
Latin and Rhetoric. 
Miss Fanny F. 'l.'bomas, A. M., Lib;-arian and Professor 
in Elocution. 
W. S. Franklin, M. Sc., Professor of Physics and Elec-
trica.! Engineering. 
G. W. Bissell, M. E ., Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering. 
A. Marston, C. E., Professor of Civil Engineering. 
D· A. Kent, B.Sc., As~istant Professor of Agriculture. 
C. F. Curtiss, B. S A., Station Assistant. 
H. C. Wallace, B. ,\gT., Assistant Professor of Agricul-
ture in Duil'ying·. 
W. B.s~/~~~,f.· Y. l\L, Ass:stant Professor of Veterinary 
W. H. Meeker, 11.L E., Assistant Professor of Meehan!• 
cal Engineering. 
S. W. Beyer, .13. Sc., Assistant in Geology and Zoology. 
N. E. Hanse n, Il. S., Assistant Pt•ofessor of Horticulture. 
Louis B. Spinney, B. M. E., Assistant in Mechanical and 
. Electi·ical Engineering. 
T. Lennox. Instructor in ~1achine Shop. 
Emma H. Boyd, B. L., Assistant in Chemistry. 
Leo 'l.'hurlimann, 11. Sc., Assistant in Chemistry. 
Miss Minnie Uoucrl;s, B. L., Assistant in Mathematics. 
Miss JnliaA. Wentch, Il. L., Assistant in ~lathe111ati11s. 
F. C. titcwart, B.Sc., Assistant in Botany. 
Jerry Hep:oglc, D. V. fr, House Surgeon. 
Elmina ,vnson, 8. C. E., Assistant in Civil Enginef'ring. 
F. A. Leighton, Instructor in Dairying. 
l,. W. McKay, Instructor in Cheese Making. 
II. Nordstrum, Instru"tor in Carpentry. 
A. A. Harter, Instruc:or in Blacksmithing. 
Miss Marie L. Chambers, Director of Music and Vocalist . 
Miss Genevieve Westerman, Instructor of Piano and Or-
gan. 
Miss Carrie Scott, Instructor of Violin and 'l.'he()ry. 
Geo. E. Merryman, M. D., Lecturer on Ophthalmology. 
A. B. Morse, D. Y. S., M. D. Des ~loincs, non-rcsiclent Lec-
turer. 
Courses of. Study. 
Four C:>urses in Agriculture. 
1. .A Course of 4 years. 3. A short winter course. 
2 . .A Course of 2 yP;ars. 4. A dairy oourse. 
Seven Other Special Courses. 








.A course for young ladies. 
.A course in Mechanical Engineering. 
.A course in Civil Engineering. 
A course in Electrical Engineering. 
A course in Mining Engineering. 
.A course in Veterinary Science. 
.Also Special Post Graduate lines of Study 
in the Sciences. 
Preparatory Class. 
Beginning July 18th, a preparatory class will be formed 
and given instruction in Algebra, English Gran,mar, U. 
S. History and Human Physiology to flt students for en-
trance to the Freshman class of the following year. 
Graduates of High Schools 
Who have completed Algebra and are thorough in Arith-
metic, Grammar and English Composition, and have bad 
a year or more of Latin, can enter probably the second 
term of the Freshman year, July 18th. and graduate with 
the class in 3½ years. Catalogues and full information 
may be secured by addressing. 
W. M, BEARDSHEAR, President, 
Ames, Iowa. 
' · 
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